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ON FINSLER SPACES WITH ABSOLUTE PARALLELISM
OF LINE-ELEMENTS

By HIROSHI YASUDA

§ 1. Introduction. This is a continuation of the previous paper [13J. In the. paper
[13], we combined the theory of M. Kurita [7J, [8J with that of A. Deicke [3J, [4J
and suggested a method to study Finsler spaces. Now we fiix our eyes upon the follow
ing theorem [13J:

An n-dimensional Finsler space M with the absolute parallelism of line-eltments in
the sense of E. Cartan is realizable as an n-dimensional involutive distribution V on
the figuratrix bundle N of M as follows:

(1) The N is a (2n-l)-dimensional Riemannian manifold u:itk the metric whose
components are given by OAB with respect to an adapted orthogonal coframe.

(2) The D-connection defined on N becomes Riemannian.
(3) Any transformation between adapted orthogonal coframes is confined to a ccntact

transformation (so called). A set of such transformations forms an orthogonal group,
which is the fundamental group of N.

(4) The metric on N depends only on the local length and angular metric on M
(5) The metric and connection on V induced from those on N are identified u:itk

the metric and connection on M respectively.

This theorem suggests that it is possible to study a Finsler space M with the absolute
parallelism of Cartan by the method of the Riemannian geometry only. The principal
purpose of the present paper is to study the space M along the above statement. In the
section 2, we choose a suitable adapted orthogonal coframe and give the equations of
structure and the D-connection. In § 3, we consider the distribution V and its comp
lement V"" and seek for the condition that they are parallel. We find, in § 4, the con
ditions that the submanifolds corresponding to the two involutive distributions V and V""
are totally geodesic, umbilic and minimal in N. In § 5, We treat the osculating Riem
annian space and give a condition for the space to be conformally flat.

In the final section, we consider Finsler spaces of constant curvature K=O, which are
spaces with the absolute parallelism of line-elements in the sense of Cartan, and apply
the results obtained in § 4 to the spaces.

The author wishes to express his thanks to Pro£. Dr. M. Matsumoto for the valuable
suggestions and recommendations, and also to Dr. A. Kawaguchi, editor in chief of the
Tensor, for the useful suggestions.

§ 2 Preleminaries. Let M be an n-dimensional Finsler space with the fundamental
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function F(x,y) (y=,t) and N be the figuratrix bundle on M. We denote by gij(X,
y) .and g'j(x,y) the fundamental tensor 1/2(o2F2/oyioyJ) and its reciprocal one res
peCtively and put

(2.1)

Then, a local equation of N is given by giJy'ty1'-I=O and the I-form (J)=l1dx i de
fines a contact structure on N except for the point (x, y*) corresponding to (x, y) such
that F (x, y) =0. In the sequel, we shall omit the marks * in yr and l't when no con
fusion occurs.

If we consider a matrix (W of rank n satisfying

(2.2) C~li=O (a=l, 2, "', n-I)

and denote by (C) the inverse of the matrix (1;;~), we have

(2.3) Cl.=o,

From now on, we use indices as follows: Small Latin indices a, b, c, ...... , i,j, k, .••.••
run from 1 to n and capital indices A, B, C, from 1 to 2n-l, while Greek indices.
a, f3, T, •••••• run from 1 to n-l.

Now we take 2n-1 linearly independent I-forms on N

aI'=Ctdx' (oJ'=(J)) ,

where Dli=dli+r*/I,Jidx" and r*/k are the connection coefficients of Cartan. Then,
we can get a coframe (wA) on N composed of the members in (2.4), which is called
an adapted orthogonal coframe. In this case, there exists an adapted orthogonal frame
(eA) such that (J)B(eA> =o~. The equations of structure are given by

(2.5)

together with

(2.6)

Za1n=R.;JU1ie;jr.jJ;,1:, Aijk= (1/2) Fogij/oyk, A/k=g'sAj,k.

where" d' and "\i" indicate the first and second covariant differentiations of Cartan
respectively and RiJk/o are the components of the third curvature tensor of Cartan.

Let N be endowed with the D-connection. This connection is defined by

r=(w~)J Wb-l- (J)'+p), (J):t:e=w:e, w'ta=-w,ia.lw'b a(J):t:e

(2.7)
w'ta=(A/k+Rh'j/-h)Ci'(,{:r,:wc

- I:Ah I hlhC~1;;tC:WT'
r
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AJ; to the forms Wh in (2.6) (or(2. 7», it is known [13J that these are the connection
forms of Cartan and w:=- w:. In this case, N becomes a (2n -1)-dimensional Rieman
nian manifold with the metric whose components are OAB with respect to the frame
(eA) and the D-connection is metrical but not symmetric in general. Further the follo
wing hold good:

<eA,eB>=oAB, <wA,wB>=OAB « ,>; inner product).

Thus, M is realizable as an n-dimensional distribution V on N which is defined by
wa=O (a=1,2, ••. ,n-1).

§ 3. Involutive distributions. In the following, we assume that M is a space with
the absolute parallelism of Cartan, that is

(3.1)

Then, it firstly follows from the condition (3. 1) that the D-connection becomes Rie
mannian, and secondly that the distribution V is involutive, and thus the theorem in
§ 1 holds good.

A system of differential equations

(3.2)

is completely integrable, and a local base for V is given by (ea) (a=1,2, ..• ,n), which
is also a local base for M

On the other hand, a system of differential equations

(3.3)

defines evidently an (n-l)-dimensional involutive distribution on N, which is the orthog
onal complement of V. We denote it by V.... A local base for the V'" is given by (e,,+a)
(a=1,2, .••,n-l), which is also a local base for the figuratrix on M

Now, when we consider any element (x, l*) EN, there exist respective integral mani
folds through (x, l*) of (3.2) and (3.3) such that they are orthogonal to each other,
and one represents a domain of M containing the point x, the other the figuratrix of
M at x. In the sequel, we shall denote by V and V'" such manifolds again for the sake
of brevity.

A distribution E on N is said to be parallel if, for any vector field X on N and any
vector field Y belonging to E, vxY belongs always to E, where V means the covariant
differentiation with respect to D-connection.

Now, suppose that the distribution V is parallel. Then, since v's eA=FADBCD, from
the above definition we have v.s eb=FbaBea and hence

(3.4)

On the other hand, since w"ta=Fb,,+aB wB, if follows from (2.7), (3.1) and (3.4)
that AhciCtC;;~=O and accordingly, by virtue of (2.2) and (2.3), A/k=O. In this case,
the distribution V'" is also parallel.

Hence we have
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THEOREM 1. If the distribution V (or V-'-) is parallel, then M becomes a Riemannian
manifold.

Conversely if A/k=O, it follows that W·b+a=Q).~a=O and hence the distributions V
and V-'- are both parallel. Consequently we have

COROLLARY 1. 1. Let M be an n-dimensi01lal Riemannian manifold endou:ed with a
parallel vector field li. Then, the sphere bundle N on M can be a (2n-l)-dimensi01lal
Riemannian manifold and becomes locally a product space of the submanifolds V and
V-'-.

Note. Let L be the indicatrix bundle on M. Then, we have a natural isometry if> of
L onto N defined by

if>: (x, 1) ....... (x, 1*), l1=gijIi.

By this isometry we can identify N with L. Corollary 1. 1 is stated as above under
the identification of N with L.

§ 4. Totally geodesic, umbilic and minimal submanifolds. First we shall find the
Euler-Schouten tensor of the submanifold V of the Riemannian manifold N.

For every pair of ea and eb in the base ror V, we have

(4.1)

If we denote by £7' and han+ab the covariant differentiation in V and components of the
Euler-Schouten tensor of V, from (4.1) we have

(4.2)

By virtue of (2.7), (3.1), (3.2) and (4.2) we have

(4.3)

which is the required result.
Then, it follows from (2.2), (2.3) and (4.3) that han+ab=o if and only if A/k=O,

that is, M becomes Riemannian. Since the components of the metric tensor of V are
(jab with respect to the frame (ea), V is totally umbilic in N if and olny if

(4.4)

Contracting (4.4) by (jab and using (4.3), we have

(4.5)

which is the mean curvature vector of V. If we substitute (4.5) in (4.4) and use (4.3)
again, we have A/k=Aigjkln, which implies Ah=o and hence M becomes Riemanman.
Further the condition Cn+a=o leads us to Ai=O and accordingly M becomes Riemannian
owing to the theorem of Deicke [2J.

Thus we have
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THEOREM 2. If any of the following conditions holds good, then M becomes Riemann
ian:

(l) V is totally geodesic in N.
(2) V is totally umbilic in N.
(3) V is minimal in N.

If A/k=O, the Euler-Schouten tensor vanishes. Consequently we have

COROLLARY 2.1. If M is a Riemannian manifold with a parallel vector field li, then
the submanifold V is always totally geodesic in the sphere bundle N.

Next, we shall consider the submanifold V.... For ~very pair of en+a and en+~ in the
base for V..., we have

which leads us to

(4.6)

where V" denotes the covariant differentiation in V... and hn+aan+/J are the components of
the Euler-Schouten tensor of V.... Then, it follows from (2.7), (3.1), (3.3) and (4.6)
that

(4. 7)

where the index 0 indicates the contraction by li. Immediately It IS seen from (4.7)
that hn+aan+~=O if and only if A/k I .=0. Since the components of the metric tensor of V'"
are on+a n+~ with respect to the frame (en+a) , V... is totally umbilic in N if and only if

(4.8)

from which it follows

(4.9)

which is the mean curvature vector of V.... From (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) we have

(4.10) A/kI.=AiI.hjk/(n-l).

If (4.10) is summed with respect to i and k, it follows (n-2)Aj,o=O. Consequently,
when n>2, we have Aj,o=O and hEnce A/k1o=O. The condition Ca=o implies Ai 1o=
0, too. Thus we have

THEOREM 3. For the submanifold V..., the following hold good:
(1) V... is totally geodesic in N if and only if M is a Landsberg space.
(2) For n>2, V ... is totally umbilic in N if and only if V ... is totally geodesic in N.
(3) V ... is minimal in N if and only if Ai1o=O.

Note. For n=2, since dim V"'=l, the rElation (4.8) is always valid. ConsEquently
the relation (4.10) will be satisfied identically. In fact, we have [l1J
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where I is the main scalar and mi is a unit vector orthogonal to l;, and hence (4.10)
is true.

§ 5. Osculating Riemannian spaces. We put

(5.1) Gi(X,y) =(1/2)r/k(x,y)yiyk

where r/t.(x,y) are Christoffel symbols in M. If we further put G~(x,y) =oGi(x,y)
/oyi, we have [l1J

(5.2) G;(x,y) =r*/t.yk.

Since Gj(x,y) are homogeneous of degree 1 in yi, it follows from (3.2) and (5.2)
that

(5.3) oli _ G;( l)l)oxi -- j x, ,

which is, inconsequence of (3. 1), completely integrable. Therefore, there exists a
solution l=l(x) such that giii[i=1 along the solution and li=l; when xi=x: (l~, x~:

any constants). In this case, the Finsler space M can be locally an osculating Rieman
nian space with the metric tensor gij(X, lex»~. Such a space will be denoted by M r2).

If we put G/ I (x, y) =oG/(x, y) /oyk, being homogeneous of degree 0 in yi, (3.1) is exp
ressible in

(3.1)' o~ G;(x, I) - o:i GHx, I) -G/r(x, l)G'i.(x, I) +Gir(x, I) Gj(x, I) =0. 3)

Now, if we denote by flk} and Rhl the ChristoffeI symbols and the components
of the curvature tensor on M ro it follows from (5. 2), (5. 3) and (3. 1)' that

(5.4)

And further br a proper tensor on M, for example, T;(x, y) = Tj(x, I), we have

(5.5)

where f'k denotes the covariant differentiation in Mr.
First, let M r be an Einstein space, that is

(5.6) Rjk=R/ki=k(x)gjl,.

Then, if we contract (5.6) by li, we have k(x) =0 because of (3.1) and hence

1) 3) (5.3) and (3.1)' are derived from another view point [12].
2) The extremal fields of Mr possess a group of translations whose paths are extremals [12].
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r

Rj,,=O.
Next, if Mr is of constant curvature, that is

185

R/kf=K(gjiPi-gi~D,

it follows as before that K=O or liPi-l101=0. The second condition implies 1;=0.
Finally, we shall seek for a condition for Mr to be conformally flat. The components

r

C/kl of the conformal curvature tensor of Weyl are given by [5J

(5.7)
". r . 1" ". r. r.
C -'"z=R -'kZ---R -;,OJ- (R -zOHg-kRj-g-1RDJ J n-2 J J J J

where Rj=giil~jz and R=R:. Suppose C/kl=O. Then, contracting (5.7) by [ilk and
using (3. 1), we get

(5.8)
r 1 r

R-1=-Rh-1, n-l ..
r 1 r
Rj=--Rhj,

n-1

where hil=gil-l;ll and hj=giihjz. Substituting (5.8) in (5.7), we have

r

R/kz- (n-1~n-2) (hj1pj-hj~1-gjkNl+g;l[ilk),
(5.9)

In consequence of (5. 5), the Bianchi's identity

is rewritten in

(5.10)

Contracting (5.10) by gilgik and using (5.8), we have

(5.11)

which implies ko=o. When n;;;;4, it follows from (5.11) thatR,f,=O, that is,
r

R is
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constant.

In the case n=3, instead of Chz we deal with

(5.12)

Suppose C/ik=O. Then, since the tensor e/k! vanishes automatically, the conditions
(5. 8) and (5. 9) still hold. Substituting (5. 8) in (5. 12), we have

from which it follows that R=2(n-1) or

(5.13)

Contracting (5. 13) by gil, we have

which leads us to k k=O. Conversely, the condition (5.9) implies C/kl=O, and if (5.

9) holds and R is constant, it follows Cijk=O. And in any case, we have 17hR/kl=O.
Thus, making a summary of the results obtained, we have

THEOREM 4. For the sPace M,., the following lwld good:
(1) If Mr is a Einstein space, the Ricci tensor vanishes.
(2) If Mr is of constant curvature, Mr is locally flat.
(3) When n~4, Mr is con/ormally flat if and only if the curvature tensor is

expressed in (5.9). In this case, the scalar curvature is constant. When n=3. M r is
conformally flat if and only if the curvature tensor is expressed in (5.9) and the
scalar curvature is constant. In any case, if Mr is conformally flat, Mr is locally
symmetric.

§ 6. Spaces of constant curvature K=O. If we put G/"k=OG/,,/oyk, the curvature
tensor of Berwald is given by Cl]

which is expressible in [l1J

(6.1) H/hk=R/1Ik+gir(ysoR.rkkl()yj-2Al"rR:sm"~·)= a(R/kky) layi.

On the other hand, the curvature tensor RUM is expressible in [10J

(6.2)
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As is well known Cl], [l1J, M is of constant curvature K if and only if
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(6.3)

Now, let M be of constant curvature K=O. Then it follows from (6.2) and (6.3)
that the tensor Rjju is written in

(6.4)

Consequently, by virtue of (6.1) and (6.4) we see that Hkijk=O is 'equivalent to
Rjj"y'=O, that is, M is of constant curvature K=O if and only if M is a space with
the absolute parallelism of line-elements in the sense of Cartan. Therefore we can apply
the results in § 4 to the space M. Immediately from (6.4) and Theorem 3 we have

THEOREM 5. Let M be of constant curvature K=O. Then, the following hold good:
(1) If v... is totally geodesic in N, the curvature tensor Rijhk vanishes.
(2) For n>2, if v... is totally umbilic in N, the curvature tensor Rijhk vanishes.

Next, we shall consider a C-reducible Finsler space [9]. Such a space is characterized
by

Aijk= (hijA,,+h"jAi+hkjAj)/(n+1),

provided that hij=g"j-l,.lj and the dimension of the space is more than 2. And it 1S

known [9J, [10J that the following conditions are equivalent:

(6.5)

and that

(6.6) -Rijkk= - (Hijkk- Hiju) /2+hikHjk+hjkHik-hikHjk-hjlHik,

where Hik=(Ai,cA",o+(l/2)phik)/(n+1)2 and p=ArrcAr,o'

Then, if M is of constant curvature K=O and V'" is minimal in N, it follows from
(6.2), (6.5), (6.6) and Theorem 3 that Rijkk=O and Aijklk=O, that is, M is locally
Minkowskian. Conversely, the conditions Riju=O and Aijklk=O lead us to Hijkk=O and
Ai1o=O.

Hence we have

THEOREM 6. Let M be a C-reducible Finsler space. Then, M is locally Minkowskian
if and only if M is of constant curvature K=O and V is minimal in N.

If K=O, the expression (6.6) is reducible to

(6.7)

Contracting (6.7) by gik, we have

(6.8)

Suppose Rik=O. Then the contraction of (6.8) by gik yields p.=0. For n~4, (6.8)
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leads us to AiIQ=O. For n=3, if the metric is positive definite, the condition ft=O im
plies AiIQ==O.

Suppose R=O. Then, if the metric is positive definite, it follows as before that Ai1t>
=0. Consequently we have

THEOREM 7. Let M be a C·reducible Finsler space of constant curvature K=O. Then,
M becomes locally Minkowskian if any of the following conditions holds good:

(1) M is a 3-dimensional space such that the metric is positive definite and the Ricci
tensor R ij vanishes.

(2) The dimension of M is more than 3 and the Ricci tensor R ij vanishes.
(3) The metric is Positive definite and the scalar R vanishes.
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